
QLN's Signature

loudspeaker has Douglas

Floyd-Douglass signing up

for full membership of

the QLN

adulation

club.

t the
Cumberland show
there was one room

in particular where I immediately
noticed that treble quality seemed
special. lt wasn't that bright, sharp or
clinically precise sound sometimes
associated with quality transducers or
certain ribbon designs. On the contrary,
I found it unrestrained. unbiased toward
any frequency band and completely
listenable. My immediate iursumption
was that a really expensive pair of active

loudspeakers,
or a secret Russian

prototype of a metaphysical
'out ofthe box'experience had been
invented.

I can report with delight that I was
wront on both counts. lt was a QLN
Signature loudspeaker, a startling
individual, thoroughbred from cabinet
to crossover. with a wood finish that

smells so good you could eat it (l must
have been a squirrel in another life).

What makes the QLN series special
in technical terms is the external
crossover unit which QLN call the
Splitfield Passive Crossover. About the
size of a CD player, it can be placed
away from the loudspeakers. This
placement avoids internal sound
pressures that set up vibrations which
stimulate the microphonic tendencies of
components, an effect now commonly
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thought to colour and diston the signal.
With this potential benefit, QLN

recommend use of the finest cable. I
used QED 79 strand and lwould
concede it was a compromise.
Doubtless, a more expensive cable
would give better results, but I just had
to listen to music. and the cable
was really of no consequence at
that state. I was prepared to
improve it later, should I feel it
worth doint - and I did.

QLN should really include
'speaker cables, perhaps as an
option (l would certainly pay l0
per cent extra for matched
cables), not only to ensure
optimum response of this fine
producA but also to save the
trouble of cutting up the only length of
consistent cable that you have available,
as I had to!

The width and proportion of sound
stage from the Signatures was quite
incredible - at least as good ns many
large hybrids that cost a lot more. ln
particular, on vocal tracks, the voice was
clearly dissociated from the loudspeaker
enclosure and placed perfecdy in the
middle of what can only be described as
a tangible sound stage. The sensation of
depth was extraordinary. When listening
to arrangements with large instrumental
sections, I could clearly place the
instruments, from left to ritht and front
to back.

for each drlver.

To complement the novel crossover
arrantement, the QLN cabinet has been
designed to eliminate internal
resonances and standint waves, which
cause a cabinet to sound 'boxy' and
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unnatural. To test its effectiveness I
chose 'Gunners Dream', from Roger
Waters' Final Cut Everything from the
miaowing cat to the rasping cello was
delivered in the proper time and space.
Musically, it was very involving.

The Jam's 'That's Entertainmenr'

was neutrally rendered. The level of
insight was such that I could clearly hear
the reverb going in and out on the
backing vocals - not something one is
usually aware of. I was startled by the
depth which the Signature was capable
of rendering. I sensed the engineer's f'ast
pulse as he leant forward to move the
fader in response to the performance. lt
was exciting stuff.

Handel's'Fireworks' propelled the
soundst4ging abilitjes of the Signature into
orbit The full orchestra appeared large
and uncompressed; the music seemed
ea8er to gEt out I tend to listen for
woodwinds, cellos and bass, because they
are often suppressed by many playback

systems in their
inability to
deliver both the
constituents of a
pedormance and
also the essential
richness of
harmonic
structure and
fine associated
nuances, which
for me constitute
musicality.

The muted
horns really did
sound muted,

and when they opened up, boy did they
blow. Strings were warm and
enveloping but at the same time
strategically placed in the ambient
soundfield. When I listened carefully, I

really could separate the first from the
second violins, and the woodwinds,
which are typically soft, were given an
audlble breathing space.

Crowded House's 'lnto Temptation'
provlded another example ofthe depth
of soundstage the Signatures can pride

themselves upon. The
vocal was perfectly
central, veering only with
the movements of Neil
Finn in response to
musical changes. This
album was recorded by
Tchad Blake, a respected
American recording
engineer who I met at
Peter Gabriel's Real
World Studios last year.

It was a joy to have a pair of
speakers like the QLNs which could do
his engineering and the musicianship
justice. The bass was as it should be,
not boomy or chesty, but thumping, just
the sound you would expect from a
22inch acoustic bass drum, surprisingly
soft in comparison to modern samples
or digital drums, but with real
resonance and the harmonic content of
a natural instrument.

Separation was of monitor standard,
and when listening with my eyes closed,
I could almost feel the cool metal touch
of a console beneath my palms. Here's a
loudspeaker that really gets )rou there,
which, at the price, makes it a superb
choice. I give it top rating O
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One crossover feeds both loudspeakcrs with indlvidual cables
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